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Over a ring polynomials of degree <k might be viewed as maps subject to dif- 
ference equations. This property is turned into a definition of ak(G, H), the set of 
pol.vnomial mappings G + H of degree <k, where G and H are Z-modules. 
Gk(G, H), itself a module, is studied here, in particular, for G and H finitely 
generated. If both, G and H are cyclic p-groups. oi(G, H) is classilied explicitly up 
to isomorphism. 1’ 1987 Academic Press. Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In general there are two different ways to define a polynomial. 
Algebraically one has an element of a certain ring, and analytically a 
polynomial is a function of a field into itself. In the latter case, let .f be a 
polynomial. There is an integer k with 
A”f =0 where (df‘)(.x) := .f’(x + I ) -.f(.u). 
The least such k is called the degree ofj: Here only the additive structure is 
involved. Let us reverse the point of view. Using the statement above we 
will define polynomials when range and domain have no more than 
additive group structure. 
( 1.1) DEFINITION. Let f: G -+ H be a map between Z-modules G and H, 
and let k E N,. Then f is called a polynomial mapping of degree Q k if 
k+l 
( 1 
n A, f=O for all ~1, ,..., a, + , E G 
L’ = I 
where (d,S)(x) :=f(x+a)-.f(x) for all XEG. The least such kE N, is 
called the degree off: We shall write @,JG, H) for the set of polynomial 
mappings of degree <k. 
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Of course, addition of functions in the natural way makes @JG, H) a 
module. It is the subject of this paper to investigate the structure of this 
module. 
Degrees 0 and 1 are easy to analyze. If d,f = 0 for all a E G then f is 
constant, hence 
Qo(G, H)zH. 
IfgEQ1(G, H), then for all a,h~G 
(A, A, s)(O) = 0, . g(n + b) - g(a) - g(b) + g(O) = 0. 
This means, that q(x) := g(x) - g(0) is a homomorphism. As the decom- 
position g = cp + C, CE H, cp E Hom(G, H) is unique we have 
@,(G, H)=@,(G, H)@Hom(G, H)r H@Hom(G, H). (1.2) 
In general any polynomial mapping f has the unique decomposition 
f = so + fi, where &(x) = f(0). Thus 
@dG, H) = @o(G, HI@ @;(G, HI for k~fV (1.3) 
where @(G, H):= (~E@~(G, H):f(O)=O}. 
A theorem of Schmidt [I, p. 1461, that we quote in a reformulated ver- 
sion, gives a more detailed decomposition. 
If H is a k!-divisible module, i.e., if the map x I-+ k! . x is a 
bijection, then (1.4) 
@,(G H)r i @:(G,H), 
t' = 0 
where @f(G, H) is the module of homogeneous polynomial mappings of 
degree k: 
@;(G,H):= {fetPP,(G,H): 
Unfortunately k!-divisibility is crucial here and we do not want to restrict 
ourselves to this special case. 
Schmidt also showed me proofs of the following propositions: 
Let G, 17, K be modules, R be a ring, and k, 1~ N,. Then 
~E~~(G,R),~EQSI(G,R)~~.~E~~+~(G,R) 
~E~~(G,H),~E~,(H,K)=>~~SE~P~.,(G,K). 
I thank Professor Dr. W. M. Schmidt and Professor Dr. E. Wirsing for 
giving me help on this subject. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
For u E G, ,/‘: G + H let the translation operator Tc, be given by 
(T,,.f)(.YU) :=.j‘(r+u) for all .Y E G. 
Then d, = T,, - 1, 1 being the identity operator. As T,,T, = Tr,+h all 
operators A and T commute. Note that (A,,,f)(h) = (Auth -A,,) f(0) and 
therefore 
Consequently, 
.f~ @,AG W iff (2.1) 
j”(O) = 0 for all a, ,..., ak + , E G. 
(2.2) LEMMA. Let ,f E @,(G, H) and E he a set of generators for G. 
!f (n!.=, A,,,).f’(O)=O fiw all 1~ N, (I,, a2 ,..., a, E E then 
f = const. 
Proof. Any a E G can be expanded a = E, a, 
E,. = + 1. For ,f E Qk( G, H) we have 
L.f= T ,,,(I *A:r+‘).f 
= T ,,,(I +Aua)(l -A, + 
= (I -A,,, + ... +_ A;t)f: 
Since in A, applied to ,f~ @JG, H), 
= n (l+A,) fl (l-A,, + 
Cl = I ct = I 










(2.4) LEMMA. Let f: G -+ H, E be a set of generators for G and k > 0. 
Then 
.f E @JG, H) iff f =Ofor all a,EE. 
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Proof. Assume (nl:: A,)f = 0 for all uy E E and write 
g := 
Then A,,, g = 0 not only for all a, E E but actually for ali a E G because of 
A --u = -Tp, A, and Ao+b =A, A,fA,+A,. 
Applying the same argument inductively to CI~,..., ak + , we obtain 
forall a,,az ,...) ak+, EG, 
i.e., f E @,(G, H). 
3. REDUCTIONS 
We assume G and H to be finitely generated Z-modules. Then H= 
H, 0 ... 0 H,, where each H, is a cyclic p-group or isomorphic to Z. 
Hence 
@k(G, W= c @k(G, H;) 
j= I 
(3.1) 
with these Hi. To reduce @,JG, H) when G = @ ;G, is, in general, more 
difficult, but there is one particularly simple case: 
If G, H, N are Z-modules and Hom(N, H) = 0, then 
Qk(G @ N, H) g Gk(G, H). (3.2) 
Proof. By (1.2) all g E QI( N, H) are constant if Hom(N, H) = 0. 
Therefore no polynomial mapping of degree 1 exists and none of higher 
degree, a fortiori. Now, let f E Qk(G @ N, H) and fix x E G. Obviously, f, 
defined by f,(y) = f(x + y) for y E N is a polynomial mapping N + H and 
therefore constant. In particular, f(x + JJ) = .f(x) for any .X E G and y E N, 
hence ak( G @ N, H) z Qk(G, H). 
Since G is finitely generated it may be written as G = Z” 0 G, 0 . . . @ G,, 
where SE/V~ and the G, are pi-groups with p, # pj for i# j. As 
Hom(G,, H,) = 0 if H, z H or if Hj is a p-group with p #p, we obtain 
@,(G, H,) 
if H, is a pi-group 
if Hi z I or H, is a p-group with p 4 ( pI ,..., p, >. 
(3.3) 
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Consider next the situation 
where A4, G, H are modules, t is an epimorphism, and f runs through all 
maps G + H. Obviously A is a homomorphism and is injective since 7 = 0 
means ,f( v) = 0 for all y = Z(X), .Y E M, i.e., for all J’ E G. 
(3.4) LEMMA. Let &‘k(G, H)= {,f: .~‘E@JG, H)) be the isomorphic 
image of Qk(G, H) under I. Then 
&‘k(G, H)= (gEQk(M, H): A,g=Ofor all aEKer(z)J. 
Proof: For any e ,,..., e,, , E G there are a ,,..., a,, , E A4 with e,, = $a,.), 
and vice versa. Let S be a set of indices, SC { 1, 2 ,..., k + 1 1; 
(,r!r,)f(0)=./(~~se~~)=(/~~~)(,~sa~) 
so that, since nl_‘{ A, is a linear combination of the flctS T,, , 
(~~~A~~,).fio’=(~~~““.)ico,. 
This implies that f E @JG, H) exactly iffE Qk(M, H). On the other hand, 
g: M + H is representable as g = p = .f 0 T if and only if g is constant on 
each class M/Ker(z); in other words, if and only if A, g = 0 for all 
a E Ker( t ). 
Lemma (3.4) has a counterpart too obvious to be called a lemma 
although often needed in the sequel. If H’ is a sumodule of H then 
cPk(G, H’) = {f~ @/JG, H): f(G) E H’}. (3.5) 
The first step towards explicit calculation is done in 
(3.6) THEOREM I. Let G, H be any Z-modules and Z= Z/qZ, qE N,. 
Then 
@,dZOG, H)= {g: g(xOy)= i (;) C,(y),x~& YEG, 
t’ = 0 
C,~~k~,.(G,H),g((x+q)Oy)=g(xO~)). 
The C,, are uniquely determined by g. 
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Note the particular case G = 0, where the C, are simply constants in H. 
Proof of (3.6). (A) We consider the special case q = 0, i.e., Z = Z. 
(Al) If g(xOy)=C/:=, (;‘) C,(y) with C, E@~--.(G, H), then 
g E ok( Z 0 G, H). To prove this let w.1.o.g. 
g(xOy)= -~ C,(Y), 
0 
C, E @k-n(G, ff). 
n 
By Lemma (2.4) we need only show that 
if a,.~E:={1@0}u0@G 
since E generates Z @ G. Take a, = . . * = a, = 10 0 and a, + 1 ,..., 
ak+l EOOG. Then, as d,(;)=(,:,), we obtain 
If r > n then the first factor vanishes, otherwise the second. 
(A2) If ge @#@G, H) then g(xOy)=X~=, (t) c,(y), where 
C,(Y) := (A’; g,.)(O), g,(x) := gb 0 Y). (3.7) 
To see this we put 
g?(x) := i x 
0 o=o u 
C”(Y) 
with the above C,. We find that 
(d;g:)(0)=~(o~n) l~y=oC.(~) 
= k(Y) if n < k, 
=o otherwise. (3.8) 
Thus gy, g,* E @k(Z, Z-I) and Al(g,v - g.:)(O) = 0 for all n = 0, l,.... Now 
Lemma (2.2) gives g, = g,*. 
(A3) The C, of (3.7) are uniquely determined by g and lie in 
@k - ,>(G, ff). 
Formula (3.8), applied to g, = g.t gives 
C,(Y)= (A’;,,gNOO Y). 
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For arbitrary h, + , .._., h, + , E G it follows that 
I.t1 
n An@/,, (A;,i,,,) x(000) =O, 
v=,+ I I =rtl 
since gE Qk(Z @ G, H) and since it is irrelevant whether .Y = 0 is substituted 
before or after applying the operator n,, dOOh,. 
(B) Assume q 3 1. In (A) we have determined @,(Z @ G, H). 
Extend the canonical homomorphism p: L -+ Z to an epimorphism 
z: Z @ G -+ Z @ G via T = p @ id. Then Lemma (3.4) yields 
@k(ZO G, H) z { g E @,(12 0 G, H): A, g = 0 for all a E Ker(r) 1. 
Since Ker(r) = qZ 00 is generated by the single element q@O we have 
A,g=O for all aEKer(r) if and only if A,,,g=O (see Lemma2.2). Thus 
Theorem I is proved. 
(3.9) COROLLARY I. Let s 3 I and k 2 0. Then 
@,JZrOG, H) z i #,.(G, H)“l, II,. = 
r = 0 
in particular, @J;Z’, H) E H’, N = (h t ‘). 
Proof: The case q = 0 in Theorem I gives 
@‘a(ZOG, H)r i @(,(G, H). 
,,=o 
So (3.9) holds when s= 1. The general case follows by induction on s. 
We return to the situation considered at the beginning of this chapter. 
The assumption that G and H were finitely generated led to decom- 
positions (3.1) and (3.3). By Corollary I this can be carried further to 
Dk(G, H) is a direct sum of submodules isomorphic to Z or to 
Qk(G’, H’), where k’< k and G’, H’ are p-groups, H’ cyclic. (3.10) 
The periodicity condition in Theorem I, appearing in the case q = 0, can 
be translated into a system of linear equations. This results in 
(3.11) COROLLARY II. Let Z= Z/qL for qE IV. Then 




with C, E Qjk _ &G, H) 
and 
Pk = t 
(:> (v2) ... (3 
0 0 4 1 \ . . . 0 4 1: .
Proof We transform the condition AYe0 g = 0 for g(x 0 y) = 
CL, C-3 C,.(u): 
By the uniqueness property in (3.6) we have 
A 4fBog- -0 iff ~,~+l(~4~)C,(y)=0.n=0,1,...,k-l 
which can be written PkC = 0. Note that there is no restriction on 
641/26/3-b 
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C, E Q3,(G, H), which means that we have a direct summand Q1( G. H) of 
@,JZ 0 G, H). 
This corollary enables us to obtain further explicit results. We are 
interested in prime powers y = pa. With respect to a fixed prime p let us 
abbreviate 
M,, := ; .Y E M: p”x = 0 ) 
for any module M and n = 0, I ,... If k < p then (3.11 ) becomes 
(3.12) 
cDk(Z@ G, H) % cDk(G, H) 
0 ‘c’ @,,.(G H,), z = U~pYz (3.13) 
I. : 0 
because here (4) = q divides (7) for all u = 1, 2,..., k; and this implies that 
P,C = 0 is equivalent to p”C = 0 for u = l,..., k. Note that here H is 
k!-divisible as in Schmidt’s result quoted in (1.4). We can also treat k = p, 
the simplest case, when k!-divisibility is violated. 
(3.14) COROLLARY III. Let Z = Z/q& ulhere q = p’ for some prime p 
and c1 E N. If G is any Z-module and H is a p-group then 
where (see 1.3) @z(G, H) := {f E@,.(G, H):,f(O)=O). 




‘U where u = f 0 (mod p). 
P
Therefore the system P,C = 0 gives 
pT, = o,..., p”C, = 0 
PXC, + P s-‘ucp =o (3.15) 
for ail C, E QPP,(G, H). By reference to (3.5), (3.12), and (1.3), the con- 
ditions on Cz ,..., C,_ , can be expressed as 
C, E @,-,,(G H,) 
r@;_,(G, H,)OH,. 2<v<p-1. (3.16) 
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Since C, E Oo(G, H) and C, = D + E, where D E Qo( G, H), E E @i _ ,( G, H), 
Eq. (3.15) splits into two, which leaves us with 
P*D+P “-G.4Cp =o, p”C, = 0 
p”E = 0. 
The latter statement says EE @p”- ,(G, H,), while the former, after sub- 
stituting F := pD + UC, is equivalent to 
P rr+‘D=O, p’-‘F=O; D, FE c&,(G, H) rz H. 
Here we were using the fact that H is u-divisible. Combining the charac- 
terization of D, E, F with (3.16) completes the proof. 
4. POLYNOMIAL MAPPINGS BETWEEN CYCLIC ~-GROUPS 
Consider polynomial mappings between finitely generated Z-modules G 
and H. After the reductions we have made in the preceding chapter we are 
really left with the problem of @JG, H), where G and H are finite 
p-groups, H cyclic. A partial answer to this problem is already given in 
(3.13) and (3.14). We shall aim a little lower but give the complete answer 
if G is also cyclic. This will be the subject of the rest of this paper. In par- 
ticular, we are going to solve the system of linear equations, given by 
(3.11), Corollary II. 
In what follows let p be a fixed prime and 
G=Z,, H=Z,, &fiEN 
where Z,, denotes some cyclic p-group of order p”. It will be found con- 
venient to join the H in question into their direct limit 
Z ,~, : = Dl\mm Z, . 
In other words, we assume Z, E Z2 z ... and set Z, := Ua Z,. Since 
Z, = (Z,),] in the notation of (3.12), one can most easily extract @,JG, Z,) 
from @JG, Z,m) as (recall 3.5) 
@AC, Z,) = (@k(G Z,)),. 
We represent Z, in the form of 
Z, =Ql&, 
(4.1) 
R, being the valuation ring in Q of the p-adic valuation, which we shall 
denote by u( ). We assume further that u( ) is normalized by u(p) = 1. 
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Elements of R, will be called integers. The ring R,, is Euclidean with the 
only prime ideal (p). By the theory of elementary divisors there exist two 
nonsingular matrices S and T over R, such that 
SP,T= 
Note that 2, = Q/R, is an R,-module which extends Z-module structure 
in a canonical way. For this reason the system 
P,C=O; CEZk, 
is equivalent to 
pl“. Di = 0; D=TC,DEZ’&. 
Since p” . Di = 0 exactly if D, E Z,.$, we have 
tiq(Z,,Z,)r i Z,,?. 
,=I 
(4.2) 
Thus we must find the elementary divisors p”’ of P, relative to the ring R,. 
(4.3) DEFINITION. Let x E Cl!. For n E Z we write 
-y = 
i 
a’ p” if U(X) = n, 
‘4 . p,z if u(x) 3 n. 
Here the letter “a” stands for any unit and “A” for any element of R,. 
These symbols will be used in a way similar to the “little 0” and “big 0” 
notation. 
(4.4) DEFINITION. For t = (t,,..., t,)~ kJn+’ we call M, any matrix of 
type 
,a A... A ap-' Ap-' . ..Ap-' 
+0 
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Interestingly enough, all we need to know about Pk is 
(4.5) LEMMA. Pk=p’M,, where t=(p-l,p(p-1) ,..., p*-l(p-1), 
k-p”+ 1) andn=max{u<cr:p”<k). 
Proof. Since 
for I< j<i<p”, we have 
The lemma is just a weakened version of this statement. 
(4.6) DEFINITION. Let M, N be matrice over CD. We define 
M-N: oT,MT? =N for some nonsingular integer 
(over RP) matrices T,, T2. 
This notation “ -” will also be applied to a-A-type matrices. Of course, 
M - N if M can be transformed into N by the following row and column 
operations: 
Addition of an integer multiple of one row (column) to another; 
Multiplication of one row (column) by a unit of R,. 
Essentially by such operations we shall prove 
(4.7) MAIN LEMMA. Assume t=(t, ,..., to), n>,O, l<t,<t,, t, ,..., t,-,. 
If B is a matrix over 6.2 with B = M,, then 
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m,, / I’,, defined by nz,, t,, + r,, = t,, + , + + t,,. 0 < r,, < l,,. In particular, if 
II = 0 then 
B- 
Proof: Put k := t,, + r, + ... + t,,. We show by induction that for 
-_-- 
k 
Here m and r depend on 1 according to I= (m + 1) t,, + r, 0 6 r < I,. The 
induction needs two more lemmas. 
(4.8) LEMMA. Assume that B, is any s x s matrix over Q: 
Then B, ’ is of the same type. 
Proof of (4.8). We first claim that the s x s matrices (6,j) with v(h,,) > 
- [(j- i)/t] form a ring, 99 say. We only have to prove that 
B”’ B(*‘,c~~=>~~)B(*)~~, 
If B(‘)= (61,“)), u(bj,“))>, - [(j- i)/t] for D = 1, 2, then, since [xl + [yl < 
1-x + Yl, 
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Assume now that B, is as in the hypothesis of the lemma. Then B, = 1 - B,-, 
for some B, E g with B; = 0, and 
B;‘=lfB,+B;+ ... +B”,-‘~93. 
Also B;’ is an upper triangular matrix, which implies the lemma. 
(4.9) Consequence. If B, is as in (4.8) and m = [(s - 1)/t] then the row 
vector (p”, O,..., 0) of length s is’ a linear combination over R, of the rows 
of B,. 
This follows as the coefficients of this linear combination are p”b:,, 
where B;’ = (b$), u(p”b,T)>m- [(s- 1)/t] =O. 
(4.10) LEMMA. Let (b,) = M,, t,, < t, for v < n, and consider an element 
b,wherej>i+l. Foranyk, l<kdt,,andc~R,,ifb,islabelledap-”or 
Ap-‘, then also 
bii+cp.bi,,+k =ap-“, or = Ap - ‘, respectivelv. 
Proof of (4.10). Since t, > t, for v = 1, 2 ,..., n- 1, to the right of any 
label up-” there are at least t, labels Ap-” (b, is off the main diagonal), as 
far as the matrix goes. Similarly, to the right of any Ap-” there are at least 
t,, labels Ap-‘, up-‘-‘, or Ap-‘-‘. 
Proof of Main Lemma: 
Start of induction (I= t,,). The t,, x t,, block of type 
in the lower right of B can be turned into 
by obvious row operations without changing the rest of the matrix. 
Znductive step (I + 1 + 1). All the terms a or A that the diagram of MI” 
shows in row I + 1 from below can be eliminated by adding the proper mul- 
tiples of column I - t, + 1 (from the right) to the t, columns to the left of it. 
The necessary factors are all Ap and actually up in the last instance. Due to 
Lemma (4.10) the a-A-structure remains unaffected above row I+ 1. 
There is only row r + 1 (from below) which has been changed into 
IO. .., .o. 0pm+l .Apm+l ,... .Apm+l,p”.o. .Ol 
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Here by (4.9) the term p”’ can be removed on adding a suitable integer 
linear combination of rows t,, + I...., /+ 1 from below. Also each term 
AP nt+’ can be removed by adding a multiple of one of the lower f,, rows. A 
final operation replaces upn” ’ by pm ‘I, which completes the inductive 
step. 
Conclusion. Lemma (4.7) is the final case B w Mj”) 
If the assumption of Lemma (4.7) is strengtened into 
t,, < 1,) , < ..’ <t,, (4.11) 
the Main Lemma applies again to M,,, and so on. Thus we arrive at 
(4.12) LEMMA. For t = (t ,,,..., t,) assume (4.11). !f B is a matris over R, 
with B w M, then 
3 where A, := p m~-c+‘~A(t,:r r,,) 
,for v = 0, l,..., n and m,,t,, + r,. = t, , + ..’ + t,, O<rr <t,.. 
Together with (4.2) and (4..5), this lemma gives the main result of this 
paper. 
(4.13) THEOREM II. For ~1, k E N we have 
to = k - p” + 1 
t, = p”-“(p- 1) for v = l,..., n 
and the m,., rv are determined from 
(m,+l)t,+r,=k-p”-“+l, O<r, <t,; (4.14) 
in particular, m. = r. = 0. 
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Remark, To make the functions m, and rv a bit more explicit one may 
write to in a modified p-adic expansion 
to=ao+(p-l) 1 b,p’, where O<aa,<p-l,O,<b,<p. 
i>O 
Then for u > 1, one obtains 
r, =a0 +(p- 1) 1 hip’, 
ten--L‘ 
m, = 1 bj+a-,P’+ C P’, 
.i > 0 l</<l’ 
(The simple calculation depends on the fact that t, divides 
t, +tz + ‘.. +t,-,.) 
(4.15) COROLLARY I. For or, /I, k E N we have 
where U,=min{a--+++mm,,/?}, I/,=min{cc-n+o+m,.+l,p). 
This is a consequence of (4.1). 
(4.16) COROLLARY II. Let ~1, p E N. Every map Z, -+ Z, is a polynomial 
mapping of degree <k*, where k* := jpx - (p - 1) p”-’ - 1, and this bound 
is minimal. 
Proof. We have to show that 
@k(Z%, Z,) E Zf (4.17) 
if and only if k 2 k*. Remember that a factorization of type (4.15) is unique 
apart from order. We distinguish two cases: 
(i) Case k>pp”. Here n=a, hence U. =O, r. =O, 
The number of cyclic factors is 1 + t , + . . . + t, = 1 + k - to = p” = p’, and 
all are nontrivial since V, 2 U, 2 min(u, b) > 1. From (4.14) in Theorem II 
one sees that m, am, for u 2 1. Therefore (4.17) holds if and only if 
U, = 8, i.e., m, + 1 b p, 
k-p+‘+ 1 
pn-yp- 1) 2B, 1 k-p”-‘+ 1 f-yp- 1) 2fi3 kak* 
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(ii) Case k < p’. Now CY -- II > 1. The number of cyclic factors in 
(4.15 ), all being nontrivial. is 1 + f, + + t,, = I + k. Therefore (4.17) 
cannot hold unless li = p’- 1. Even then, since now LY - II = 1 and the 
smallest factor in (4.15) is Z,,, = 2, , we have (4.17) only if B = 1, which 
makes k* = p3! - I. So again, we have (4.17) if and only if k 3 k* (even- 
tually “ > ” cannot occur). 
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